1872
ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE FINE ARTS IN SCOTLAND.

Received from G. S. Stow,tl the sum of One Pound Sterling, being subscription to the Association for the present year of the above number.

Edinburgh 1874

W.A. R. Johnston, Esq.
Every Member who pays his Subscription to a Local Secretary is referred to that Secretary for all requisite information.

To each Local Secretary are sent, when ready, the yearly Engravings for the whole of the Subscribers on his list, which are distributed by him.

Within two days after the Annual Meeting in July, every Local Secretary is furnished with a Newspaper containing an Official Account of the Drawing, for the information of his individual Subscribers.

All Prizes allotted at each Drawing to Subscribers out of Dublin will be duly forwarded, at the expense of the Association, to the respective Local Secretaries to whom the prize-drawers shall have paid their Subscription.